
The Maxstone Classic Tessellat-
ed Marble range gives the tra-
dition of geometric shapes that 
can be traced back as used in 
many periods, but with a con-
temporary twist which gives the 
benefit of easy installation and  
design.
The range features classic Octa-
gon and Inserts, square shapes 
and simple linear strip through to 
the elegant Milan border pattern 
available in 3 colour options.

Octagon shapes come on an 
easy to lay mesh which you just 
add in the desired colour insert, 
either contrast - Use Marquina 
Black insert with Carrara White 

Octagon or use the same colour 
to create the classic pattern with 
the simplicity of one consistent 
colour.

Square shapes come as single 

pieces which means you can 
mix and match as needed to 
create patterns. Use them as 
one colour showing the beauty 
of natural stone on walls and/or 
floors, or mix the colours to cre-
ate checkerboard patterns.
You can even create a larger 
format checkerboard by using 4 
pieces of each colour which can 
create a larger scale checker-
board pattern.

The Maxstone Classic range 
suits Residential and Commer-
cial, examples are bathrooms, 
entry areas, luxury hotels and 
resorts, restaurants and com-
mercial spaces.

MAXSTONE CLASSIC
TESSELLATED MARBLE RANGE

Maxstone Florence Carrara/Marquina Maxstone Milan Carrara/Verde Border
Maxstone Carrara 100x100mm
Maxstone Verde 100x100mm

Maxstone Octagon Marquina with Carrara Insert
Maxstone Marquina 100x100mm
Maxstone Carrara Strip 100x25mm



Octagon 100x100mm   (sheet of 9 305x305mm)100x100mm

Strip 25x100mm

Insert 35x35mm

Octagon 100x100mm   (sheet of 9 305x305mm)100x100mm

Strip 25x100mm

Insert 35x35mm

Octagon 100x100mm   (sheet of 9 305x305mm)100x100mm

Strip 25x100mm

Insert 35x35mm

100x100mm

Strip 25x100mm

Insert 35x35mm

100x100mm

Strip 25x100mm

Insert 35x35mm

MAXSTONE CLASSIC MARQUINA

MAXSTONE CLASSIC CARRARA

MAXSTONE CLASSIC ALABASTER

MAXSTONE CLASSIC VERDE

MAXSTONE CLASSIC CAFE



Maxstone Octagon Carrara with Verde Insert
Maxstone Milan Carrara/Verde Border

Maxstone Alabaster 100x100mm
Maxstone Café 100x100mm

Carrara/Marquina 130x330mm

Carrara/Verde 130x330mm

Alabaster/Cafe 130x330mm

MAXSTONE CLASSIC MILAN



Maxstone Florence Carrara/Marquina 

Maxstone Florence Carrara/Verde 

Maxstone Florence Alabaster/Cafe

Carrara/Verde 

single sheet 406x406mm

example 4 sheet layout 
(812x812mm)

Carrara/Marquina

single sheet 406x406mm

example 4 sheet layout 
(812x812mm)

Alabaster/Cafe 

single sheet 406x406mm

example 4 sheet layout 
(812x812mm)

Maxstone Classic range features real natural marble, so each piece 
has it’s own character. It is important to understand that Maxstone 
Classic Marble is processed from the earth / mountains and there-
fore movement in colour and imperfect surface and edges is a natu-
ral feature and character of this product and is what makes the look 
so authentic and real. With natural stone we always recommend to 
use a stone sealer to keep your stone looking great and adhesives 
suitable for natural marble.

MAXSTONE CLASSIC FLORENCE


